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Basic Approach: 

 

1. If this proposal is adopted, I would proceed to model HF spikes. To do this I would need the 

current configuration of Intel's stacks that emit HF and Intel's current meteorological data. Both 

of these are supplied to the Air Quality Bureau. I could begin the modeling work as soon as I 

have these data in convenient form for computer calculations.   

2. I would use AERMOD, as has been generally agreed to by the CEWG in open discussions. 

3. I would use the provisional level generally agreed to by the provisional level subcommittee 

(Williams, Church, and Alsobrook). That discussion is the third bullet in the 6:00 p.m. agenda 

item. 

4. Initially I would model to determine the emissions level required to cause one exceedance of 

the provisional level in a year, using actual meteorology for the year. I may also model to 

determine the emissions levels required to give two, three or five exceedances in a year 

with actual meteorology. 

5. Later I may compare the emissions that give modeled exceedances with appropriate 

measurements of Intel emissions. One or more approaches for this step would be developed 

later after appropriate public discussion with the CEWG or a task force.     

6. I plan to write a paper on this modeling work for publication in a peer-reviewed technical 

journal.  

7. Technical suggestions from any source are welcome at any time. The work and the paper 

would be produced by me.   

8. My paper could be reviewed before submission by experts in the field such as appropriate 

individuals at Class One and Desert Research Institute. However, the paper submitted would be 

mine. The same and other outside experts can be suggested to the journal as formal peer 

reviewers of the submitted paper. 

9. My work and paper do not preclude other activities in the spikes project, such as formation of 

a broad-based HFTF. This work and paper would be useful detailed input to any additional work 

on HF spikes related to Intel. 

10. My estimated time to have results from the initial work is 8 weeks after I have the necessary 

input data.  
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Statistical Overview: 

John Alsobrook's knowledge of statistics will be used in the HF project in two main tasks. The 

first task is to compare meteorological data for 1993-94 with current data to see if they are 

statistically different in any way that is significant for the purpose of the study. That is, in 

the more extreme conditions of wind speed, wind direction and atmospheric stability that could 

produce short-term peaks in ground-level concentrations of HF in Corrales.  

The second task, which will come later, is to assess which emissions data are the most applicable 

to compare statistically with the emissions that modeling says could produce an exceedance of 

the provisional level of HF. Alsobrook will also help us estimate the frequency with which 

specific emissions occur with specific meteorological conditions, so that we can estimate how 

frequently the highest concentrations are likely to occur.  

Proposal for Examination of the Usefulness of the 93-94 Meteorological Data 

Objective: Use statistical techniques to estimate the probable errors produced by relying upon the 

93-94 met data in the estimation of the highest, short term, hydrogen fluoride concentrations 

expected in a typical year. 

Background: Currently, the only meteorological data readily available for modeling at the Intel 

site, consists of one years data from April 1993 through March of 1994. The data includes 

measured winds and temperature data on site, supplemented by upper level data collected at the 

Albuquerque International Airport. The upper level data is used to estimate mixing heights. 

There are many years of meteorological data collected at the Intel site, but data on the upper 

level temperatures that are used to estimate mixing heights are not available in the appropriate 

formats. 

The important features required to estimate concentrations from the intel site are: the stack 

parameters (locations, stack heights, flow rates, emission rates, and gas temperatures), terrain, 

wind directions, wind speeds, atmospheric stabilities and mixing heights. Atmospheric stabilities 

can be estimated from the measured temperature differences between different heights, wind 

speeds, and terrain features. Concentrations occurring at a single point resulting from emissions 

from a single stack are very sensitive to slight differences in the wind direction, however, we are 

interested the highest concentrations that can be expected associated with normalized 

concentrations from many stacks. Consequently, the estimated concentrations are less sensitive 

to the wind direction and we are not concerned with the actual emissions for this effort. We 

would expect that year to year variation would be less important in this application than it would 

be if we were considering only a single stack. 

Statistical techniques have been developed that permit estimations of an average quantity from a 

portion of a data set. The techniques allow estimation of both the average quantity and the range 

of variation about the estimated mean that can be expected. We have a more difficult task, 

because we estimate extremes. 
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Approach: We will use the highest 100 estimated concentrations from the model for the 93-94 

year to produce a statistical fit to the data for the parameters wind speed, wind direction, and 

atmospheric stability. The fitted equation will describe in an approximate fashion the influence 

of the parameters wind speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability on highest, episodic 

normalized concentrations. The fit will use simple functions of the various parameters and we 

will also estimate goodness of fit. 

Once we have a fit we can apply the same fit to all of the data from the Intel site to estimate 

typical year highest values and the highest values in the worst year. 

Schedule and work responsibilities: This task will have to follow on from the initial modeling 

effort. Mike Williams will provide the parameters and the modeled concentrations and 

suggestions for the form of the parameters in the fit. John Alsobrook would have the 

responsibility for designing the statistical treatment. 

 


